Madrid, January 22, 2015-. The best way to mitigate the long wait before a flight is to have access to the many
airport VIP lounges, where travelers can relax in a quiet atmosphere, have access to Internet and enjoy the snacks
and drinks offered, among other services. To complete the travel experience for its clients, Destinia now offers
the ability to reserve access to VIP Lounges for just 18 Euros. Travelers can access more than 250 lounges in 160
airports around the globe.
“This service is aimed at travelers with long layovers, so they can have a snack, relax and even take a shower
while waiting for their connecting flight; o for business travelers who need a quiet place to rest and refresh before
a meeting or to wrap up pending work with access the Internet before their next flight”, explains Victor Oliva,
product manager of the Transportation Department at Destinia.
However this is not the only new service offered by Destinia. In addition to the current offering of bus travel in
Spain, the online travel agency is expanding its offering to include bus travel in several Latin American markets.
Travelers can purchase bus tickets for travel in Argentina, Brazil, Peru, Chile and Bolivia through the Destinia
website. The ability to reserve a bus ticket through the website is convenient and easy, allowing travelers to
avoid long lines with the security of an international travel agency. “This service is ideal for Latin Americans living
in Europe because they can finalize their entire trip, given that for many travelers, their final destination is some
distance from major airport”, add Oliva.
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About Destinia
Destinia is an international online travel agency with offices in Spain, Egypt and Dubai. Founded in 2001, the agency has
over 1300 employees, close to 2 million clients and an offering of 300.000 hotels and more than 500 airlines, permitting
reservations in 32 languages. Destinia was one of the first travel agencies to accept Bitcoin payments for a wide range of
products.

